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Abstract

The performance of neural networks, especially the currently popular form of deep1

neural networks, is often limited by the underlying hardware. Computations in2

deep neural networks are expensive, have large memory footprint, and are power3

hungry. Conventional reduced-precision numerical formats, such as fixed-point4

and floating point, cannot accurately represent deep neural network parameters5

with a nonlinear distribution and small dynamic range. Recently proposed posit6

numerical format with tapered precision represents small values more accurately7

than the other formats. In this work, we propose an ultra-low precision deep neural8

network, PositNN, that uses posits during inference. The efficacy of PositNN is9

demonstrated on a deep neural network architecture with three datasets (MNIST,10

Fashion MNIST and Cifar-10), where an 8-bit PositNN outperforms other {5-8}-bit11

low-precision neural networks and a 32-bit floating point baseline network.12

1 Introduction13

Hierarchical representation learning [1] frameworks such as deep neural networks (DNNs) have14

achieved state-of-the-art accuracy in a wide spectrum of applications, such as computer vision [2],15

medical applications [3], and natural language processing [4]. Typically, DNN inference requires16

millions of parameters and billions of floating point operations (e.g., ≈ 12.5 billion FLOPs for17

DenseNet [2] with 264 layers). DNNs are pushing towards memory bandwidth of ≈ 900GB/s18

for training and ≈ 400GB/s for inference, pushing designers to choose high-bandwidth memory.19

Implementing these high-bandwidth, memory intensive DNN operations on the edge, such as IoT20

and smart wearables, is progressively onerous due to the limited compute and memory available21

on-device [5, 6]. Applications that impose near instantaneous inference, demand decentralization22

for improved security or reduced bandwidth on servers, or customization on the edge. In several of23

these application scenarios, deploying conventional DNNs on the end device is prohibitive because24

of the data movement cost, long latencies, and increased power dissipation. Recent studies address25

this problem using new compute and memory efficient DNN architectures, parameter efficient neural26

networks [7, 8], pruning and truncation, distillation and low-precision arithmetic [9]. Amongst the27

techniques to compress neural network parameters, low-precision arithmetic has been most successful28

in reducing latency, memory requirements, and power consumption, especially for DNN inference29

[10, 9].30

Linear and nonlinear quantization are the common approaches in low-precision arithmetic [11, 9].31

However, the accuracy of inference is degraded when the DNN parameters are quantized to ultra-low32

bit-precision ≤ 8-bit [12]. To recover this accuracy degradation, the network can be retrained or the33

number of parameters can be significantly increased [11, 13]. This results in increased computational34

complexity, as DNN training requires ≈ 3× more computation compared to DNN inference [14].35

Reducing the precision of learned parameters directly to a lower precision numerical format (fixed-36

point, floating point, posit [15]) has shown to mitigate the overhead of quantization and retraining37
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Figure 1: (a) 7-bit posit numerical value distribution; and (b) ConvNet weight distribution. Both show
heavy clustering in [-1,+1] range.

[16]. In this paper, we present ultra low precision deep neural networks using posit numerical format38

(PositNN). The advantage of this network is that the posit numbers are represented in a nonlinear39

tapered precision similar to the DNN inference parameters (shown in Fig. 1). Furthermore, we40

address the accuracy degradation of rounding by using exact dot product algorithm for multiply and41

accumulate operations. The key concept is to postpone the rounding operation to the accumulation42

phase.43

2 Posit Numerical Format44

The posit numerical format, a Type III unum, is a tapered accuracy numerical format that represents45

real numbers [15]. Numbers with a smaller exponent are represented more accurately in comparison46

to the numbers with large absolute exponents since the exponent has approximately a Gaussian47

distribution.48

The value of a posit number is represented by Equation 1, where s represents the sign, es and fs49

represent the maximum number of bits allocated for the exponent and fraction, respectively, e and f50

indicate the exponent and fraction values, respectively, and k, as computed by Equation 2, represents51

the regime value.52

x =


0, if (00...0)
NaR, if (10...0)

(−1)s × 22
es×k × 2e ×

(
1 + f

2fs

)
, otherwise

(1)

The regime bit field is encoded based on the runlength m of identical bits (r...r) terminated by53

either a regime terminating bit r or the end of the n-bit value. Note that there is no requirement to54

distinguish between negative and positive zero since only a single bit pattern (00...0) represents zero.55

Furthermore, instead of defining a NaN for exceptional values and infinity by various bit patterns,56

a single bit pattern (10...0), "Not-a-Real" (NaR), represents exception values and infinity. More57

details about the posit number format can be found in [15].58

k =

{
−m, if r = 0

m+ 1, if r = 1
(2)

3 PositNN Architecture59

The PositNN architecture is shown in Fig. 2 wherein each feature Fi of the convolutional layers60

is extracted by Fi = Bi +
∑C×R×S

i=0 Ai ×Wi where Bi indicates the bias term, Wi is the weights61

matrix, Ai represents the activation, and (C,R, S) are filter parameters: the number of filter channels,62

the filter height, and the number of filter weights, respectively. The extracted features are used for63

classification, computed by Y = Bi +
∑N

i=0Ai ×Wi where Y and N represents the number of64

nodes and the number of outputs in each fully connected layer, respectively. Based on these equations,65

the fundamental computation in the convolutional and fully connected layers is the MAC operation.66

In this work, as shown in Fig. 2, the MAC operations of the convolutional and fully connected layers67

in the DNN are customized. Specifically, the MAC operation, which is commonly performed by the68

inexact fused-multiply accumulation algorithm, is calculated by using the Exact Dot Product (EDP)69

algorithm where the rounding operation within MAC operations is postponed until every product has70

been accumulated, which minimizes the MAC arithmetic error.71
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To perform the EDP, firstly, the 32-bit high-precision floating point weights and activations are72

quantized to the ≤ 8-bit low-precision posit weights and activations. To manage the overflow and73

underflow during conversion, the high-precision values that lie outside posit dynamic range are74

clipped (clip(x)) to either the format’s maximum or minimum. The unexceptional values during75

conversion are rounded to the nearest number (φ(·)) that can be represented in the desired posit76

number system. To compute the products, the posit weights and activations are multiplied in a77

posit format without rounding or truncation at the end of multiplications to preserve precision. To78

avoid rounding during accumulation, the products are stored in a wide register with a width of79

Qr = 2es+2 × (n− 2) + 2 + dlog2(Nop)e. The products are then converted to fixed-point format80

FX(mk,nk), where mk = 2es+1 × (n− 2) + 2 + dlog2(Nop)e and nk = 2es+1 × (n− 2) . Finally,81

the Nop fixed-point products are accumulated, and the result is converted back to the posit format.82
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Figure 2: The proposed tapered precision PositNN architecture.

4 Experimental Results83

The accuracy of PositNN for the two benchmark tasks on 32-bit floating point and for {5-8}-bit low84

precision formats are shown in Table 1 and 2. All the networks are implemented using Keras [17]85

and TensorFlow [18]. Universal library [19] is used for posit and floating point number exact dot86

product operation. PositNN with 8-bit (es = 2) precision outperformed {5-8}-bit floating point,87

fixed point and 32-bit floating point numerical format. Furthermore, when comparing 5-bit precision88

networks, PositNN demonstrates 6.67% improvement over 5-bit floating-point on MNIST dataset.89

We hypothesize that PositNN has better accuracy at lower-bit precisions, as the non-linear distribution90

of posit numbers is similar to the DNN inference parameters unlike in fixed or float. This holds true,91

especially in the range [−4, 4], where most of the DNN inference parameters take place. For 1%92

accuracy degradation in PositNN (5-bit), we estimate that there is 84.4% reduction in memory storage93

for the respective inference parameters when compared to a 32-bit floating point numerical format.94

Table 1: Specifications of the benchmark tasks and performance on a baseline 32-bit floating point
network. Each inference set consists of 10,000 samples.

Task Dataset Network Layers1 # Parameters # EDP OPs2 # Memory Top-1 Accuracy
Digit classification MNIST Convnet 2 Conv, 2 FC and 1 PL 1.40 M 58.7 k 5.84 MB 99.32%
Image classification Fashion MNIST Convnet 2 Conv, 3 FC, 2 PL and 1 BN 1.88 M 69.8 k 7.77 MB 92.54%
Image classification CIFAR-10 Convnet 7 Conv, 1 FC, 3 PL 0.95 M 312.6 k 6.23 MB 76%
1 Conv: 2D convolutional layer; FC: fully-connected layer; PL: max/Average pooling layer; BN: batch normalization layer.
2 The number of EDP operations for a single sample.

Table 2: PositNN accuracy on two datasets with {5-8}-bit precision compared to fixed and float
(Respective best results are when posit has es ∈ {0, 1, 2} and floating point we ∈ {3, 4}).

Posit Float Fixed
Datasets 8-bit 7-bit 6-bit 5-bit 8-bit 7-bit 6-bit 5-bit 8-bit 7-bit 6-bit 5-bit
MNIST 99.35% 99.33% 99.16% 98.94% 99.34% 99.25% 98.82% 92.27% 99.18% 97.14% 97.08% 96.96%

Fashion MNIST 92.70% 92.60% 91.64% 88.92% 92.63% 91.77% 84.21% 68.21% 89.59% 88.63% 85.31% 83.46%
Cifar-101 76% 76%% 70%% 48% 75% 76% 51% 13% 19% 17% 14% 15%

1 100 randomly selected samples.
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